
a practice that combines reiki, yin yoga, and meditation.  a 90
minute private unique session that is developed specifically for individual

needs.  great for those who suffer from chronic pain, adrenal fatigue,
fibromyalgia or anyone seeking to bring calm and wellness into their lives

THE SPACE
 a quite home based YOGA STUDIO   

extra attention to detail  
includes: 

yoga mats 
blankets 
props  

supporting tools 
filtered water  

 

90 minutes 
have an open mind 
have an open heart 

just show up

YOUR TIME
 providing guidance and tools to 
better understand and manage

trauma, chronic pain and stress by
way of a reiki, yin yoga, meditation

and mindfulness practice ~
YINFUSION!!

MISSION

meditation 
yin yoga  

reiki 
mindfulness

THE SESSION 
 

yoga alliance certified instructor and
reiki master. creator of Yinfusion! 

the practice that gave me life after a
serious injury that left me with

chronic pain

ABOUT MEFEES

$90 
 

APPOINTMENTS
phone/text: 647-278-1569 

email: christine@christinebergsma.ca 
website: www.christinebergsma.ca 

evening and weekend appointments available

YINFUSION
taking care of you



your 90 minute unique private session begins with the activation of energy
channeling by placement of reiki symbols in the studio. the session will

then start with a welcome and brief opportunity to decompress and release
any tension from the day.  we will set our intentions and begin with

meditation prior to moving into the yin yoga practice with the final pose of 
savasana leaving you feeling relaxed, balanced and calm.  the session will

close with reiki.

REIKI
 Reiki is a Japanese name for an

ancient form of therapeutic touch or
healing with hands. Rei refers to the

universal life force, and ki means
energy that exists within all things. It
gently rebalances the life force and

gives the body the energy it needs to
heal itself. 

a practice where an individual trains
the mind or induces a mode of
consciousness, either to realize
some benefit or for the mind to
simply acknowledge its content

without becoming identified with
that content, or as an end in itself. 

MEDITATION
a slow paced style of yoga in which

poses are held for prolonged periods
of time. A more meditative approach

to yoga, yin aims at cultivating
awareness of inner silence, and

bringing to light a stillness that is so
needed to compliment our busy

lives.    

YIN YOGA

Mindfulness is the psychological
process of bringing one's attention to
experiences occurring in the present

moment, which can be developed
through the practice of meditation

and other training.

MINDFULNESS

the use of essential oils, incense, and
crystals can assist to bring the

session to its fullest potential.  these
tools help to awaken the senses

deepening the feelings of well-being
but also bringing awareness closer

to each moment.

LITTLE EXTRASHANDS ON

 all reiki infused hands on
adjustments will be done with

permission only 
these adjustments take place during
the yin yoga portion of the session 

 

QUESTIONS
phone/text: 647-278-1569 

email: christine@christinebergsma.ca 
website: www.christinebergsma.ca 

 

YINFUSION
the session



yinfusion will help to restore wellness, balance and calm to your spirit,
mind and body.  through gentle movement, energy healing and meditation
you will find a deep relaxation to begin the bodies natural healing abilities. 
you will find a deep sense of peace and relaxation with each session that

only continues to grow as you maintain your practice.

REIKI
 promotes Harmony & Balance 

creates deep relaxation  
releases stress and tension 

dissolves energy blocks 
 balances mind, body and spirit 

helps relieve pain 
improves focus 

compliments medical therapies

reduces stress 
controls anxiety 

improves concentration 
increases self-awareness 

increases happiness 
slows aging 

 improves pain 
improves sleep 

lowers blood pressure 
 

MEDITATION
calms the mind and body 

reduces stress and anxiety 
increases circulation 
improves flexibility 

releases fascia  
improves joint mobility 

 improves the flow of chi or prana 

YIN YOGA

improves well being 
improves phyical health 
improves mental health

MINDFULNESS

be part of a group that continues to
learn how to support YOU, yourself!!

realize you are not alone 
cultivate a positive attitude and set
intentions that support your health

and well-being 

LITTLE EXTRASHANDS ON
even after one session you can

expect to come away with tools to
continue with a personal practice at
home to ensure an ongoing sense of
peace, calm and wellness throughout

your journey 
 

NAMASTE
yinfusion takes the superpowers of healing combining meditation,
yin yoga, reiki and mindfulness!!  if you are not 100% satisfied your
money will be refunded.  this is my guarentee because i personally
have witnessed first hand the benefits of these combined healing

modalities ~ i look forward to working with you!  
 

YINFUSION
the benefits


